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A B S T R A C T   

Cyclic triimidazole TT and its derivatives are gaining increasing attention for their multifaceted properties 
spanning from photoluminescence to supramolecular chemistry and biological activity. TTs structure-property 
relationships can be rationalized with the aid of electrochemical techniques that can also afford a precious 
tool to transfer molecular properties to molecular materials. An attracting study case is provided by TT de-
rivatives with an increasing number of heteroaromatic terminals, either pyridine (popular protonation-sensitive 
capping agent) or thiophene/bithiophene ones (promoting coupling processes). An exhaustive voltammetry 
investigation, integrated by (and in some cases combined with) absorption and emission spectroscopy and 
supported by theoretical calculations, highlights the modulation of the electronic/redox properties as a function 
of the terminal nature and multiplicity. Moreover, a couple of first examples of TT derivatives successfully 
electrooligomerizable into electrochemically and spectroscopically highly active films, is reported. This can be 
regarded as an attractive first step in the perspective of electrochemically developing molecular materials 
endowed with TT functional properties combined with high electroactivity.   

1. Introduction 

Organic chromophores with long-lived emissive properties in the 
solid state like Room Temperature Phosphorescence (RTP) are highly 
pursued by the scientific community due to their potential applications 
in several fields such as bioimaging [1–4], anti-counterfeiting [5–7], and 
sensing [8]. In this context, triazine-based derivatives with the hetero-
aromatic central core acting as an acceptor have produced multifunc-
tional emitters with interesting performances and persistent RTP under 
ambient conditions [9–13]. 

A fascinating member of the triazine family is represented by trii-
midazo[1,2-a:1′,2′-c:1″,2″-e][1,3,5]triazine or cyclic triimidazole (here-
after TT, Scheme 1) and its derivatives, which have recently gained 
increasing attention for their multifaceted properties spanning from 
photoluminescence to supramolecular chemistry and biological activity 
[14–21]. TT has been known since 1973 [22]; however, the tedious 

synthetic protocols for its isolation constituted a major impediment until 
a simple procedure for its preparation in good yields has been reported 
[23], allowing further investigations on its properties and reactivity. 

As for its luminescence features, the family of triimidazotriazines 
(TTs) exhibits a complex excitation dependent photoluminescence 
comprising dual fluorescence, molecular phosphorescence and supra-
molecular room temperature phosphorescence (RTP) [15,19,21,24–29]. 

Concerning TT coordination abilities, the presence of three nitrogen 
atoms available for coordination has paved the way in the use of TT for 
the preparation of Cu(I) and Ag(I) coordination networks where it be-
haves as a mono-, bi-, and tridentate ligand, giving rise to one-, two-, and 
three-dimensional (1D, 2D, 3D) coordination polymeric networks of 
different topologies [16,18]. Furthermore, TT, its positional isomer 
(iso-TT, having one imidazole ring with 1,5- instead of 1,2-annelation, 
Scheme 1) and some pyridine-TT derivatives have been successfully 
employed for the synthesis of Cu(I), Cu(II), Zn(II) and Cd(II) complexes 
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and/or coordination polymers [17,30–32]. 
Finally, very recently, based on the observation that triazinic func-

tionalities are frequently used in the biological field, pyrene-substituted 
TT has been successfully tested for cellular and bacterial bioimaging 
[19] while cyclic triimidazole derivatives functionalized with methyl-
ated pyridines or guanidines moieties have shown high affinity to bind 
to G-quadruplexes from both telomeric and oncogene promoter se-
quences [20]. 

In this frame, to enable rational design and optimized application of 
triimidazotriazine derivatives for specific applications, a deeper insight 
on their structure-property relationships is needed, for which aim elec-
trochemistry represents a fundamental tool. However, to our knowledge 
only a single study discussing the electrochemistry of a systematic set of 
TT derivatives (Scheme 1) has so far appeared, on this Journal, coau-
thored by some of us [33]. 

In such investigation, mainly performed in dimethylformamide, 
DMF, polar solvent, the parent cyclic TT system was found to undergo 
oxidative as well as reductive electron transfer only at extreme poten-
tials in the wide operating window, with the three imidazole units 
behaving as three nearly independent redox sites (of long known little 
electrochemical activity [34], although electrochemical oxidation of 
unsubstituted imidazole can result in N,N’-oligomerization [35]). Both 
observations supported the assumption of a vanishing heteroannular 
aromaticity along this nitrogen-rich 18 π-electron system [33,36]. 
Interestingly, asymmetric isomer iso-TT appeared more reactive, 

Scheme 1. The first electrochemically investigated set of TT derivatives and 
related model compounds [33]. 

Scheme 2. The pyridine-, thiophene- or (bi)thiophene-terminated TT derivative set, also including a related model molecule, investigated in the present work.  
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undergoing at a milder potential its first oxidation, localized on the 
differently 1,5-annelated imidazole ring, while reduction, centered on 
the remaining two almost equivalent 1,2-annelated moieties, remained 
located at a potential similar to the major isomer one [33]. In the 
brominated derivative series, the electrochemical cleavage of the C–X 
bond is only slightly influenced by increasing the number of halogens 
from one to three. These findings further strengthened the hypothesis 

that each imidazole unit in the cyclic trimer acts as an almost inde-
pendent redox site, with very poor heteroannular aromaticity [33]. TT 
conversion into an alkylated salt, making a N site electron poorer, 
resulted of course in a huge positive shift of the first reduction potential, 
as in similar cases (e.g. [37]). 

Considering the above outlined multipurpose abilities and applica-
tive perspectives of the TT building block, an attractive development 

Scheme 3. Synthetic paths for the preparation of thienyl- and bithienyl-terminated derivatives.  

Table 1 
A synopsis of CV results for pyridine-, thiophene- and bithiophene-functionalized TT systems as well as for some related benchmark molecules, compared with key 
parameters obtained from UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy as well as DFT calculations. Electrochemical and UV-Vis data are in DMF solvent unless otherwise spec-
ified.# In different media [40], normalized vs the Fc+|Fc intersolvental reference couple.a In CH3CN solvent.b In CH2Cl2 solvent.c First relative maximum.   

Ep,c 

vs Fc+|Fc 
/V 

Ep,a 

vs Fc+|Fc 
/V 

ELUMO 

/eV 
EHOMO /eV Eg, EC 

/V 
λmax 

(λonset) 
/ nm 

Eg UV-vis 

/eV 
ELUMO, DFT 

/eV 
EHOMO, DFT 

/eV 
Eg, DFT 

/eV 

Me2Im n.d. +1.00 [33]         
TT -3.25[33] +1.15 [33] 

+1.38a [33]   
4.4 260c (294) 4.8 (4.2) -0.80 -6.83 6.03 

Py -3.10 [38]          
(2-Py)TT -2.8 [33] +1.07 [33] -2.00 -5.87 3.87   -1.47 -6.41 4.94 
(4-Py)TT -2.64 

-2.92 
[1.7] -2.16 n.d. n.d. 289 (331) 4.30 (3.75) -1.58 -6.76 5.18 

(4-Py)2TT -2.60 
-2.85 
-2.95 

[1.7] -2.20 n.d. n.d. 286 (333) 4.34 (3.73) -1.76 -6.84 5.08 

(4-Py)3TT -2.54 
-2.81 
-2.91 

[1.8] -2.26 n.d. n.d. 284 (333) 4.39 (3.73) -1.85 -6.95 5.10 

Th# -3.73 +1.33 -1.07 -6.13 5.06      
α-Th2

# -2.84  +0.88 -1.96 -5.68 3.72      

α-Th4
# -2.34, -2.64 +0.37 -2.46 -5.17 2.71      

(2-Th)Me2Im -3.21 +0.64 -1.59 -5.44 3.85   -0.87 -5.9 5.03 
(2-Th)TT -2.92 +0.84 -1.88 -5.64 3.76 291 (380) 4.27 (3.27) -1.31 -6.17 4.86 
(2-Th)2TT -2.88 +0.82 -1.92 -5.62 3.70 293 (351) 4.22 (3.54) -1.39 -6.14 4.75 
(2-Th)3TT -2.82 +0.88 -1.98 -5.68 3.70 293 (351) 4.24 (3.54) -1.38 -6.16 4.78 
(2-biTh)TT -2.60 

-2.88 
-2.63a 

-2.87a 

-2.7b 

0.65 
0.69 
0.63 a 

0.78 a 

0.67 b 

-2.2  

-2.17a  

-2.1 b 

-5.45  

-5.43a  

-5.47b 

3.25  

3.26a  

3.37b 

346    

339b 

3.59    

3.66b 

-1.75 -5.78 4.03 

(2-biTh)2TT ~-2.65b 0.65b -2.15 b -5.45b 3.30b 341b 3.64b -1.81 -5.79 3.98 
(2-biTh)3TT ~-2.62 b 0.65b -2.18 -5.45b 3.27b 342b 3.63b -1.80 -5.80 4.00  
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consists in endowing it with active terminals based on heteroaromatic 
systems, like  

(i) pyridine, a popular capping agent, also enabling to usefully 
exploit protonation equilibria and modulate electronic properties 
[38],  

(ii) or (oligo)thiophene, particularly promoting radical-cation based 
coupling processes [39,40], 

both of them also possibly contributing to global effective conjugation. 
In this context, an insight is now proposed on the electrochemical 

features of the systematic series of cyclic triimidazole derivatives 
terminated with 4-pyridine, 2-thiophene and 2-bithiophene moieties 
reported in Scheme 2. An exhaustive voltammetry investigation, also 
integrated by (and in some cases combined with) absorption and emis-
sion spectroscopy and theoretical calculations, highlights the modula-
tion of the electronic/redox properties and conjugation as a function of 
the terminal nature and multiplicity, also successfully testing the pos-
sibility to activate coupling/oligomerization processes, in the attractive 
perspective of electrochemically developing molecular materials 
endowed with TT functional properties combined with high 
electroactivity. 

2. Synthesis of the TT derivatives 

BrTT, Br2TT, Br3TT, (4-Py)TT, (4-Py)2TT, (4-Py)3TT and (2-Th) 
Me2Im were prepared according to literature procedures [15,20,21,41]. 

(2-Th)TT, (2-Th)2TT and (2-Th)3TT were prepared by Stille 
coupling between 2-(tributylstannyl)thiophene and BrTT, Br2TT and 
Br3TT respectively (see Scheme 3 top; detailed protocols are reported in 
SI1). 

(2-biTh)TT, (2-biTh)2TT and (2-biTh)3TT were prepared by Suzuki- 
Miyaura cross coupling between 2,2-bithiophene-5-boronic acid pinacol 
ester and BrTT or Br2TT respectively (see Scheme 3 bottom; detailed 
protocols are reported in SI1). 

3. Highlighting electron properties and electrochemical 
reactivity of the new TT families 

The pyridine-, thiophene- and bithiophene- terminated TT series 
have been investigated by cyclic voltammetry CV at different scan rates, 
on glassy carbon GC working electrodes, in dimethylformamide, DMF 
and/or in some cases acetonitrile, CH3CN, or/and dichloromethane, 
CH2Cl2, with 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate, 
TBAPF6, as supporting electrolyte; key results are summarized in 
Table 1. Support to result discussion and interpretation, particularly 
concerning electron energy levels and redox site localization, has been 
achieved by complementing the electrochemical investigation with ab-
sorption and emission electronic spectroscopy in CH2Cl2 and DMF at 
room temperature (detailed results in Table 2), as well as with theo-
retical modeling (SI2; detailed results in Table SI2.1). Results concern-
ing LUMO and HOMO energy levels/gap estimation from the three 
approaches are also comparatively collected in Table 1. In particular, in 
the voltammetry case energy levels are estimated as follows: 

ELUMO(eV) ≈ 1e ×
(
Ep,Ic

/
V(Fc+|Fc)+ 4.8V(Fc+|Fc vs zero)

]

EHOMO(eV) ≈ 1e ×
(
Ep,Ia

/
V(Fc+|Fc)+ 4.8V(Fc+|Fc vs zero)

]

a relationship widely employed in the literature, also consistent with a 
recent very accurate critical evaluation of EO/R, CH3CN (SCE) = EO/R, CH3CN 

(abs) − 4.429 V, EO/R,DMF (SCE) = EO/R,DMF (abs) − 4.350 V [42] combined 
with typical ESCE vs Fc+|Fc values of ~ 0.39 V in CH3CN or ~ 0.48 in 
DMF. 

3.1. Electrochemistry and electronic properties of pyridine-terminated TT 
systems 

As above mentioned, TT has little electrochemical activity, with first 
oxidation as well as first reduction only taking place close to the DMF 
potential window limits (about -3.2 V and 1.15 V vs Fc+|Fc respectively 
[33]). 

Table 2 
A synopsis of absorption and emission data at 298 K for pyridine-, thiophene- and bithiophene-functionalized TT systems.   

λabs 

/ nm 
εa 

/ (dm3 mol− 1 cm− 1) 
λem 

/ nm 
Stokes shifts 

/ nm 
Average 
lifetimeb 

τav / ns 

Quantum yield 
Φ  

CH2Cl2 DMF  CH2Cl2 DMF CH2Cl2 DMF 

TT 260c 265  d 329, 425     
(4-Py)TT 284 289 8.9 × 103 345 356 61 67 0.73 23 
(4-Py)2TT 280 286 29 × 103 359 393 79 107 2.36 26 
(4-Py)3TT 271 284 41 × 103 371 401 100 117 2.27 25 
(2-Th)Me2Im   8.2 × 103       

(2-Th)TT 286 291 8.4 × 103 364e 366 78 75 n.d. 11 
(2-Th)2TT 287 293 16 × 103 367e 392 80 99 1.05 9 
(2-Th)3TT 288 293 28 × 103 379e 431d 91 138 1.28 6 
(2-biTh)TT 339 346 16 × 103 433e 436e 94 90 0.22 9 
(2-biTh)2TT 341 346 23 × 103 434c 438c 93 92 0.22 11 
(2-biTh)3TT 342 347 63 × 103 440e 439e 98 92 n.d. 12 
Poly(biTh)2TT ~370–420g  

~740–820h  

~1120-1180i         

Poly(byTh)3TT ~380–420g  

~740–820h  

~1170-1240i          

a In DMF; 
b calculated as τav ––

– 
∑m

n=1αnτ2
n∑m

n=1αnτn
;  

c Shoulder-like relative maximum 
d Hardly detectable; 
e Main maximum in vibronically resolved signal. 
g Uncharged film. 
h,i Positively charged film. 
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Although only slightly less extreme is the potential of pyridine first 
reduction to the corresponding radical anion (about -3.1 V [38]; actu-
ally, pyridine is often exploited as solvent rather than as reactant), TT 
functionalization with a pyridine unit significantly improves the mole-
cule reactivity in the reduction region (Fig. 1). 

It is useful to recall that in the cited parent work [33] a pyridine 
attached in ortho position to the TT system ((2-Py)TT, Scheme 1) 
resulted (i) on the reduction side, in a large positive shift of the first 
reduction potential to -2.8 V with a second reduction peak also 
becoming observable, as well as (ii) on the oxidation side, in a slight shift 
of the oxidation potential to a more favorable potential (1.07 V). Ex-
periments at different scan rates pointed to (2-Py)TT first oxidation and 
first reduction being both electrochemically quasi reversible and 
chemically irreversible (although in the reduction case a return peak 
started to appear at high scan rates), while the second reduction peak 
appeared less kinetically facile, but also tending to chemical reversibility 
with increasing scan rate [33]. The first reduction peak was related to 
the formation of a radical anion with chemical follow up of moderate 
rate constant in competition with a second electron uptake at the second 
reduction peak, the latter resulting in formation of a dianion, possibly 
protonated to monoanion by trace water [33]. Considering the slightly 

easier reducibility of pyridine respect to TT, the first reduction site was 
assumed to be mostly localized on the 2-Py substituent, and the first 
oxidation one on the TT system [33]. 

Actually, since the electron attracting effect of pyridine as a sub-
stituent (accounted for by its Hammett constants, significantly positive 
in any case and much modulated by its linking position [40]) would in 
itself result in a significant positive shift of the TT CV features, looking at 
the slight negative shift of the first oxidation potential of (2-Py)TT with 
respect to TT it is evident that a conjugation effect prevailing over the 
inductive one should be considered between the TT core and the 2-Py 
pendant. In fact, increasing global conjugation efficiency promotes 
both first oxidation and first reduction processes, better stabilizing both 
the resulting radical cations and radical anions. Indeed, theoretical 
computations with related orbital plots now confirm the formerly 
assumed partial involvement of the Py terminal in the mostly TT-cen-
tered HOMO orbital as well as the partial TT involvement in the mostly 
Py-centered LUMO orbital (Fig. 2, Table SI2.1). 

Notably, a remarkable positive shift of both reduction and oxidation 
processes is observed by attaching the pyridine substituent by its p- 
rather than o- position ((4-Py)TT vs (2-Py)TT) to the TT core, resulting 
in a first reduction peak more positive by about 0.16 V (Table 1, 

Fig. 1. A synopsis of normalized CV features for the (4-Py)nTT systems at 0.2 V/s scan rate, on GC electrode, in DMF + 0.1 M TBAPF6.  
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consistent with the calculated ELUMO shift of about 0.11 eV, Table S3), 
and the oxidation peak displaced beyond the DMF window positive limit 
(consistent with the calculated EHOMO shift of about 0.35 eV, Table S3). 
Now, substituent inductive effects on the reactivity of aromatic mole-
cules are usually similar for o- and p- positions, but specific effects can 
result in anomalies for the o- position; actually Hammett constants are 
only provided for substituents attached in p- and m- positions, σp and σm 
respectively [43]. In the case of pyridine, a remarkable difference in the 
reactivity of the N position upon o- vs p- functionalization with the same 
substituent has been long observed. For example, in a classical work 
[44], the much higher impact is highlighted of o- substituents on the N 
doublet availability, justified considering a local electrostatic effect 
rapidly fading with distance [44], which is consistent with the pyridine 
N doublet being not included in the aromatic system, unlike e.g. the 
pyrrole case. Specularly, the σp Hammett constants for pyridine regar-
ded as a substituent remarkably depend on its linking position, steeply 
increasing with increasing distance from the N position (σp =

0.17/0.25/0.44 with 2-pyridyl, 3-pyridyl and 4-pyridyl substituents, 
respectively [43]); thus a 4-pyridyl substituent is much more electron 
attracting than a 2-pyridyl one. 

Notably, the effect of the linking position of pyridyl groups is more 
conspicuous in the case of HOMO and oxidation, a mostly TT-centered 
process, than in the case of LUMO and reduction, a mostly pyridine- 
centered process (Fig. 2), as it is evident according to both DFT calcu-
lations and CV results comparing (4-Py)TT and (2-Py)TT data in 
Table 1. As a result, the HOMO-LUMO gap, while dramatically 
decreasing for both derivatives with respect to parent TT, is significantly 
smaller for (2-Py)TT than (4-Py)TT. 

Increasing the number of Py terminals (from (4-Py)TT to (4-Py)2TT 
and (4-Py)3TT) the first reduction peak remains remarkably similar not 
only in features (electrochemically quasi reversible, chemically irre-
versible) but also in height, suggesting that it might still correspond to a 
single reduction process, although increasingly favored since the peak 
potential slightly shifts to less negative values with increasing the 
number of pyridine substituents (-2.64/-2.60/-2.54 V for n = 1/2/3). 
This trend is also consistent with the trend of DFT calculated values for 
the LUMO orbitals, and can be justified by the increased effective 
conjugation, both pyridine groups being involved in LUMO as well as 
LUMO+1. At the same time an additional reduction peak appears, nearly 
superimposed on the quasi reversible second reduction peak. This could 
be justified in terms of radical anion formation on a second nearly 
equivalent, strongly interacting redox centre (considering the ~0.2 V 
potential difference). Notably, the CV pattern is practically the same for 
(4-Py)2TT and (4-Py)3TT, that is, the presence of the third pyridine site 
has apparently no effect in the available potential window, excepting for 
the slight positive shift of the first reduction potential, linked to the 
slight increase of effective conjugation (consistently with a negligible 
involvement of the third pyridine ring in the LUMO according to the DFT 
electron density map, Fig. 2). 

Consistently with the electrochemical activity, also the intrinsically 
very poor electronic spectroscopy behavior of TT is significantly 
improved upon functionalization with one or more pyridine groups, in 
terms of both absorption and emission properties. Solutions of parent TT 
are characterized by very small oscillator strengths for the low energy 
transitions, due to the high symmetry of the molecule; this results in 
poorly emissive features and a very weak absorption at 285 nm with a 

Fig. 2. DFT plots of orbitals mainly involved in the lower energy transitions for the (2-Py)TT and (4-Py)nTT systems (isosurface value 0.02).  
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first sizable peak at about 220 nm (Fig. S17). 
Functionalization with one or more pyridine terminals results in 

significant enhancement of both absorption and emission activity. 
Consistently with the availability of the pyridine-centered much lower 
LUMO, the first absorption process can take place at a significantly lower 
energy. Notably, upon increasing the number of pyridine terminals such 
absorption peak is located at nearly constant maximum wavelength 
while its molar extinction coefficient increases (Table 2, Figs. 3 and 
S18), which would point to only partial electronic communication 
among the pyridine terminals. 

It is worthwhile noticing that, according to the above observations, 
the pyridine terminals look more independent when investigated as 
equivalent chromophores in UV-Vis spectroscopy than when investi-
gated as equivalent redox sites in voltammetry. However, different 
processes are involved in the two experiments: in the first case, electron 
transitions within the molecule depending on HOMO-LUMO gaps with 
no net charge(s) formation in a pure solvent; in the second case, electron 
transfers to the molecule, depending on its LUMO energy only, and 
resulting in net charge(s) formation in the solvent added with a sup-
porting electrolyte. Moreover, it could be questioned whether the large 
first UV-Vis absorption peak might actually account for the merging of 

Fig. 3. UV-vis absorption and emission (solid and dotted lines, respectively) for 
the (4-Py)nTT systems (n = 1,2,3 for light/medium/dark blue, respectively) 
10− 5 M in DMF. 

Fig. 4. A synopsis of normalized CV features for the (2-Th)nTT systems and for model (2-Th)Me2Im, at 0.2 V/s scan rate, on GC electrode, in DMF + 0.1 M TBAPF6.  
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1/2/3 processes at slightly decreasing wavelengths, which would be also 
consistent with the regularly decreasing trend of the maximum wave-
length with increasing number of pyridine terminals. An analogy could 
be found in the case of chiral molecules with axial stereogenicity, 
featuring two moieties that are at the same time two equivalent redox 
sites and two equivalent chromophores: voltammetry is usually able to 
highlight their interaction resulting in twin peak systems, while a single 
wide absorption peak is usually observed in achiral UV-Vis spectros-
copy; however, in circular dichroism spectroscopy a typical sigmoidal 
signature can be observed, evidencing that a significant difference 

actually exists in absorption wavelengths for the interacting chromo-
phores [45]. 

Concerning emission properties, one broad fluorescence, with sig-
nificant quantum yields (Ф≅ 25%, Table 2) is observed for 10− 5 M so-
lutions of (4-Py)TT, (4-Py)2TT and (4-Py)3TT, both in DMF and CH2Cl2, 
with maximum wavelength at 356/393/401 nm and 345/359/371 nm, 
respectively (Table 2, Figs. 3 and S19). Notably, differently from ab-
sorption, the effect of the number of pyridine terminals on the emission 
wavelength is quite perceivable, resulting in both solvents in an 
increasing Stokes shift along the series (Table 2, Fig. 3). This observation 

Fig. 5. DFT plots of orbitals mainly involved in lower energy transitions for the (2-Th)nTT and (2-biTh)nTT systems with related model molecule (2-Th)Me2Im 
(isosurface value 0.02). 
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might be related to an increase in excited state conformational freedom 
with increasing number of terminal substituents [46,47]. 

The small but significant solvatochromic effects (higher wavelengths 
being observed for both absorption and emission features increasing the 
solvent polarity, Table 2) look consistent with the significant change of 
localization between HOMO and LUMO orbitals (Fig. 2), which is also 
accounted for by the significant changes in the computed ground and 
excited states dipole moments. 

3.2. Electrochemistry and electronic properties of thiophene- and 
bithiophene-terminated TT systems 

Substitution of the TT scaffold with one or more thiophene groups 
((2-Th)TT, (2-Th)2TT, (2-Th)3TT) results in much milder potentials for 
both first oxidation and first reduction, both of them well perceivable in 
the available potential window (Fig. 4), implying a lower LUMO, a 
higher HOMO and a narrower HOMO-LUMO gap with respect to parent 
TT, which is also consistent with calculations and UV-vis absorption 
data (Tables 1 and 2). 

In accordance with thiophene features (electron rich ring, with the S 
atom included in the aromatic system, and with very small Hammett 
parameters, i.e. σm=0.09 or σp=0.05 if linked in position 2 [43], with 

respect to the strong electron attracting character of pyridine), the 
thiophene-substituted series looks not only significantly electron richer 
than the pyridine-substituted one, but also with a more effective 
improvement of global conjugation efficiency, since the potential shifts 
of first oxidation and first reduction to milder values are comparable, 
and the inductive effect of thiophene is small. 

DFT calculations do confirm that thiophene terminals are signifi-
cantly involved in both HOMOs and LUMOs (Fig. 5). Consistently, both 
DFT-calculated and spectroscopically observed HOMO-LUMO gaps are 
slightly but significantly narrower for the (2-Th)nTT compounds with 
respect to their (2-Py)nTT analogues (Tables 1 and 2). Actually, con-
cerning spectroscopic features, the two series share many analogies 
together with some differences. In particular, when working in the same 
solvent and at the same concentration, the first absorption maxima 
wavelengths of (2-Th)nTT compounds are similar and even less affected 
by the active terminal number than in the (2-Py)nTT case, while their 
molar extinction coefficients are somehow lower but still regularly 
increasing with the number of active terminals (Fig. 6 top). In emission 
all (2-Th)nTT derivatives also show one broad fluorescence (Fig. 6 top) 
with quantum yields significantly lower than those of (2-Py)nTT, 
although still sizable (Ф ≅ 9 %) (Table 2). The Stokes shifts are com-
parable, and show the same trend with increasing terminal number, 

Fig. 6. Top: UV-vis absorption and emission (solid and dotted thin lines, respectively) for the (2-Th)nTT systems 10− 5 M in DMF (n = 1,2,3 for light/medium/dark 
orange, respectively). Bottom: UV-vis absorption and emission (solid and dotted thick lines, respectively) for the (2-biTh)nTT systems 10− 5 M in DMF (n = 1,2,3 for 
light/medium/dark orange, respectively). 
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supporting the above assumption of an increasingly higher excited state 
conformational freedom. Similar solvatochromic effects are also 
observed in both absorption and emission (Table 2). 

The significant contribution of the TT core, albeit of little intrinsic 
activity, to the overall conjugation is highlighted by comparing the CV 
features of (2-Th)TT with the (2-Th)Me2Im model (Fig. 4). In fact, in the 
latter case both first oxidation and first reduction are displaced to more 
negative values by 200–300 mV and the gap is larger by about 100 mV; 
such feature combination can be justified considering, together with the 
electron donating inductive effect of the two methyl groups, a significant 
decrease in global conjugation upon changing the cyclic triazole unit 
with a simple imidazole group. 

Both first oxidation and first reduction of (2-Th)nTT are chemically 
irreversible in the experimental potential scan rate range. At the same 
time, the small potential shift with scan rate points to rather fast electron 
transfer processes, especially concerning first reduction, in which case 
the half-peak width is close to the 57 mV expected value for a mono-
electronic process. In comparison the first oxidation peak is much larger 
and about twice higher, pointing to a more complex process. 

Actually, an additional bonus provided by thiophene terminals is the 

possibility of coupling reactions by electrochemical generation of 
radical cations [39,40]. However, we did not observe significant for-
mation of an electroactive film on the electrode surface when testing the 
thiophene-terminated series in DMF at concentrations of the order of 
10− 3 M, nor was successful a test in a less polar solvent like CH2Cl2 with 
the fully functionalized (2-Th)3TT (Fig. SI.33), the most promising 
candidate in the series for coupling events on account of the abundance 
of active terminals around the TT core. 

Assuming that the thiophene terminals are too small in comparison 
with the bulkiness of the TT core, and that more freedom degrees would 
more efficiently promote coupling and network formation, we prepared 
and tested bithiophene derivatives (2-biTh)TT, (2-biTh)2TT and (2- 
biTh)3TT. For all of them first oxidation takes place at much lower 
potentials than their thiophene homologues, by about 0.2 V (Figs. 7 and 
8, Table 1). This is consistent with the HOMO chiefly involving the 
bithiophene group (Fig. 5), but also benefiting of a global higher 
conjugation with respect to benchmark α-bithiophene (Table 1). Sig-
nificant, although smaller, is also the shift of the first reduction peak to 
less negative values; actually also the LUMO looks mainly located on the 
bithiophene group (Fig. 5); as a result, the energy gap is much smaller 

Fig. 7. A synopsis of normalized CV features at 0.2 V/s on GC electrode for (2-biTh)TT, in DMF (a), or CH3CN (b) or CH2Cl2 (c), all of them with 0.1 M TBAPF6 
supporting electrolyte. 
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(Tables 1, SI2.1). This is also in accordance with spectroscopic features 
(Fig. 6 bottom vs Fig. 6 top, Tables 1 and 2). Absorption wavelengths are 
red-shifted by about 50 nm and again nearly independent on the ter-
minal number, while molar extinction coefficients again increase with it; 
moreover, they are 2 - 3 times higher than in the thiophene series. 
Concerning emission, the (2-biTh)nTT molecules exhibit a broad fluo-
rescence band and Stokes shifts similar to those of the monothiophene 
analogues. 

Looking for a solvent promoting electrodeposition of an electroactive 
coupling product, the monosubstituted derivative (2-biTh)TT was 
investigated in other solvents beside DMF (Fig. 7a), i.e. CH3CN (Fig. 7b) 
and CH2Cl2 (Fig. 7c). Intriguingly, both first oxidation in CH3CN and 
CH2Cl2 as well as first reduction in DMF and CH3CN (while not 
observable in CH2Cl2 on account of the smaller potential window on the 
reduction side) look as twin peak systems, nearly merging in the 
oxidation case, increasingly with increasing scan rate, as in the case of 
equivalent or nearly equivalent interacting redox sites. 

In CH2Cl2 first oxidation of (2-biTh)TT results in the formation of an 
electroactive product on the electrode surface (while only weak hints 
could be perceived in DMF and CH3CN), revealed by the reproducible 
appearance, at any scan rate, of two reduction processes subsequent to 
first oxidation (Fig. 7c, dash-and-dot line). Such CV pattern however 
provides no evidence of active film growth since it remains the same 
upon repeated cycling, with no change in the first oxidation peak sys-
tem. This could be justified in terms of bithiophene radical cation 
coupling resulting in reproducible formation of a dimer layer on the 
electrode surface, which is actually the only coupling process available 
for monofunctionalized (2-biTh)TT; in this case the reduction peaks 
might correspond to radical anion and dianion formation. In any case, 
such product layer does not accumulate, looking unstable and/or readily 
soluble, and it has been no further explored. 

Instead di- and trisubstituted monomers (2-biTh)nTT (n = 2, 3) in 
CH2Cl2, although exhibiting CV features quite similar to their mono-
substituted analogue (2-biTh)TT with only very slight shifts of the 

Fig. 8. Comparative synopses of normalized CV features on GC 
electrode for (2-biTh)2TT and (2-biTh)3TT with the same oper-
ating protocols, in CH2Cl2 with 0.1 M TBAPF6 supporting electro-
lyte. Top: monomer CV features at 0.2 V/s. Bottom: 
potentiodynamic electrooligomerizations at 0.2 V/s scan rate (with 
I, III, VI, IX, XII cycles reported), followed by stability cycles in 
monomer-free solution (V cycle reported in green over the last 
deposition cycle) and by potential cycle widening towards more 
negative potentials enabling to highlight charge trapping effects 
(reported in blue).   
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oxidation and reduction potentials to milder values, have quite different 
outcomes for the first oxidation process, i.e. fast and regular growth of 
electroactive films on the electrode surface upon potential cycling 
around the first oxidation peak, both on GC electrode (Figs. 8, S34) and 
on ultraflat ITO electrode (Figs. 9 and 10). 

[(2-biTh)2TT]n films thus obtained are stable upon potential cycling 
in monomer-free solution (Fig. 8), electrochromic (Fig. 9), with charge 
trapping effects depending on operating conditions (Fig. 8). They have 

high conjugation efficiency (their estimated HOMO-LUMO gap being 
~2.85 eV from their UV-Vis maximum wavelengths or ~2.2 eV from 
onset wavelengths), and are highly electroactive. They exhibit oxidation 
onsets comparable to, and even less positive than, benchmark α-tetra-
thiophene (Table 1); moreover, their EIS patterns (Figs. S34, S35), 
consistent with “finite reflexive diffusion” conditions [48], show that the 
film positive charging is kinetically very facile. In fact, charge transfer 
resistance RCT (accounting for the electron transfer activation barrier) is 

Fig. 9. Spectroscopic and spectroelectrochemical features of [(2-BiTh)2TT]n films electrochemically formed on ITO electrode. (a) Potentiodynamic electrodepo-
sition in ~0.0009 M monomer solution in CH2Cl2 + 0.1 M TBAPF6, (36 cycles at 0.2 V/s, selected cycles reported); (b) Selected stability cycles in monomer-free 
solution, and electrochromism; (c) A synopsis of UV-Vis absorption (cyan line), excitation (λem 558 nm blue line) and emission (λexc 350 nm black line; λexc 446 
nm red line); spectra of the film in uncharged state. (d,e) UV-Vis /NIR spectra for a film deposited with the same protocol, polarized at increasing (d) and subse-
quently decreasing (e) potentials, referred to Fc+|Fc in CH2Cl2 + 0.1 M TBAPF6. 
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nearly unperceivable and/or disappears soon after the oxidation onset. 
Moreover, the Warburg behavior is nearly unperceivable, pointing to 
easy uptake of balancing counteranions within the film, and charge 
saturation, accounted for by the quasi capacitive behavior at low fre-
quencies, is reached very early. 

The electrochromic features of films electrodeposited on ultraflat 
ITO electrodes have been also highlighted in more detail by spec-
troelectrochemistry experiments (Figs. 9 and 10, S36). With increasingly 

positive charging of the film, the neutral film absorption peak decreases 
with concurrent increase of two larger absorption bands at ~700–800 
and ~1100–1200 nm (Figs. 9d and 10d, S36d). Consistently with pol-
ythiophene properties, the two absorption peaks of the charged film 
should correspond to radical cation (polaron) and dication (dipolaron) 
formation, resulting in improved planarity and therefore conjugation 
efficiency. With the film deposition protocol adopted in the experiments 
in Figs. 9 and 10, the trend of the absorption spectra appears nearly 

Fig. 10. Spectroscopic and spectroelectrochemical features of [(2-BiTh)3TT]n films electrochemically formed on ITO electrode. (a) Potentiodynamic electrode-
position in ~0.0008 M monomer solution in CH2Cl2 + 0.1 M TBAPF6, (36 cycles at 0.2 V/s, selected cycles reported); (b) Selected stability cycles in monomer-free 
solution, and electrochromism; (c) A synopsis of UV-Vis absorption (cyan line), excitation (λem 567 nm blue line) and emission (λexc 350 nm black line; λexc 446 nm 
red line) spectra of the film in uncharged state. (d,e) UV-Vis /NIR spectra for a film deposited with the same protocol, polarized at increasing (d) and subsequently 
decreasing (e) potentials, referred to Fc+|Fc in CH2Cl2 + 0.1 M TBAPF6. 
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reversible in the backward potential steps (Figs. 9d and 10d). 
The films exhibit a broad fluorescence peak (Figs. 9c and 10c, S36c) 

which is strongly quenched through charging process (Fig. S25). 
According to these preliminary results, most features in the oligo-

merization processes and in the obtained films strongly resemble oli-
gothiophene ones, which is quite reasonable considering the above 
discussion of the electronic properties in the (2-biTh)nTT series (and the 
very role of the purposedly introduced bithiophene terminals). We look 
forward to investigating the morphological features and chemical/ 
functional properties of the new TT-tetrathiophene films in more detail, 
with a wider range of operating conditions and characterization tech-
niques; particularly attractive targets are both (i) to highlight role and 
functional properties of the TT modules in the TT-tetrathiophene ma-
terials, and (ii) to highlight, exploiting the (2-biTh)nTT series as a very 
convenient topological study case, the difference between films ob-
tained from the disubstituted monomer, enabling chain-like propaga-
tion, vs those obtained in the same conditions from the trisubstituted 
monomer, which could also enable network-like propagation. 

4. Conclusions 

Cyclic triimidazole TT, a multipurpose molecular tool with an 
attractive range of advanced potential applications, can have its func-
tional properties modulated, enhanced, or/and even transferred into TT- 
based molecular materials, by functionalization with appropriate het-
eroaromatic terminals, like pyridine, a popular protonable capping 
agent, or thiophene/bithiophene ones, promoting coupling processes. 

The present exhaustive voltammetry investigation, integrated by 
electronic spectroscopies and supported by theoretical calculations, 
effectively highlights the enhancement in electrochemical and spectro-
scopic activity as a function of the nature and number of the active 
terminals. Such observations provide important guidelines for future 
design and exploitation of advanced TT derivatives. 

Moreover, two first examples are presented of electrochemically and 
spectroscopically highly active oligo/polymer films based on alternated 
TT and tetrathiophene units, that can be obtained by fast and repro-
ducible oxidative electrodeposition from a TT derivative with two or 
three bithiophene terminals. 

We look forward to carrying out a more detailed investigation of the 
new TT-tetrathiophene materials, particularly aiming to highlight role 
and functional properties of the TT units as well as to highlight the 
difference between films obtained from the disubstituted monomer, 
enabling chain-like propagation, vs those obtained in the same condi-
tions from the trisubstituted monomer, which could also enable 
network-like propagation: indeed a very nice topological study case. 

In any case, the present preliminary results can be regarded as an 
attractive starting point in the perspective of electrochemically devel-
oping molecular materials endowed with TT functional properties 
combined with high electroactivity. 
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